Driving Directions from Framingham, MA to NMFS, NEFSC, NEFOP, Observer Training Center

For further assistance, call Mary Romero-Woodruff at 508-495-2307

A: Framingham, MA

1: Start out going NORTH on CONCORD ST/MA-126 toward FREDERICK ST. Continue to follow MA-126. 1.7 mi
2: Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto COCHITUATE RD/MA-30 E. 0.9 mi
3: Merge onto I-90 E/MASS PIKE/MASSACHUSETTS TURNPIKE toward JCT I-95/BOSTON (Portions toll). 6.7 mi
4: Merge onto I-95 S/MA-128 S via EXIT 14 toward SOUTH SHORE/CAPE COD. 13.1 mi
5: Keep LEFT to take I-93 N/US-1 N via EXIT 12 toward BRAintree/BOSTON. 3.2 mi
6: Merge onto MA-24 S via EXIT 4 toward BROCKTON/FALL RIVER. 18.3 mi
7: Merge onto I-495 S via EXIT 14A toward CAPE COD. 20.0 mi
8: I-495 S becomes MA-25 E. 10.0 mi
9: MA-25 E becomes MA-28 S. 0.6 mi
10: Enter next roundabout and take 2nd exit onto GEN MACARTHUR BLVD/MACARTHUR BLVD/MA-28 S. 4.1 mi
11: Enter next roundabout and take 2nd exit onto MA-28 S. 4.8 mi
12: Take the THOS. LANDERS RD. ramp toward W. FALMOUTH/OLD SILVER BEACH. 0.2 mi
13: Keep LEFT at the fork to go on THOMAS B LANDERS RD. 0.8 mi
14: Turn RIGHT onto TECHNOLOGY PARK DR. 0.2 mi
15: Turn LEFT onto BERNARD E ST JEAN DR. 0.1 mi
16: End at 25 Bernard Saint Jean East Falmouth, MA 02536-4420

Total Time: 1 hour 38 minutes  Total Distance: 84.50 miles

B: 25 Bernard Saint Jean, East Falmouth, MA 02536-4420

Total Time: 1 hour 38 minutes  Total Distance: 84.50 miles

Need help on the go? Get Voice Activated Directions for free. Call 1-800-FREE411 (1-800-373-3411).

http://www.mapquest.com/maps?1c=Framingham&1s=MA&2c=East+Falmouth